Which of the following best describes your profession as it relates to eyewitness identification?
What is the status of lineup procedure in your jurisdiction/state/dept now?
Do you anticipate changes to lineup practice in your jurisdiction/state/dept?
(For those who anticipate changes to practice) How soon do you anticipate changes to your lineup practice?
(For those who anticipate changes to practice) From where does the greatest pressure to reform come?
(For those who anticipate changes to practice) What is the greatest obstacle to reform?
For those reforming or interested in reform, what type of info is most useful to you in the decisions that lie ahead?

For those reforming or interested in reform, what type of info is most useful to you in the decision...
(Esp. for policymakers, law enforcement) Are you interested in involving a scientist in some capacity?
(Esp. for policymakers, law enforcement) Are you interested in becoming involved in a field study?